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1 Introduction

Recent years have seen a number of spectacular discoveries on surprisingly similar structures of pro-
teins whose evolutionary kinship cannot be recognized based on sequence analysis alone [1]. These
discoveries owe much to breakthroughs in mathematical algorithms by which automated structural
comparisons are made possible [2,3]. However, while existing methods for comparing protein struc-
tures have been very satisfactory, further enhancement of their computational efficiency is still desired
especially considering that the entries of Protein Data Bank are continuing to expand rapidly. The
present work constitutes such an effort.

2 Method and Results

Existing methods of protein structure comparison usually work with pairwise relationships between
two sets of structural entities such as secondary structure elements or simply C-alpha atoms. Key
to the success of these methods is a heuristic algorithm, which differs from one method to another,
that can efficiently identify an optimal pairing combination of all matchable structural entities by
picking out ‘true’ pairings (signal) among numerous ‘false’ pairings (noise). It is this ‘pair-picking’
(i.e., finding equivalent structural entities) process that is most time consuming. In the present work,
an intuitively derived simple formula having the ability to greatly amplify the signal while suppress
the noise – thus making the ‘picking’ much more easier – has been developed. Our preliminary testing,
results to be presented at the meeting, indicates the new method compares favorably with some of
the widely used (e.g., DALI [4], VAST [5], and CE [6]).
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